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Seminar format

• Covering main issues in 

Chapters 6-7 of Teaching in a 

Digital Age

• Short presentations followed by 

discussion

• General discussion after 45 

minutes
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Topics
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• The difference between 

media and technology

• Types of media

• Pedagogical differences 

between media

• SECTIONS: a decision 

model

• General questions on the 

use of media in education

Educational technology has a long history



Technology or media?
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Technology = tools/things without 

messages:

• Printing press; TV studio; computers; networks; 

Media = systems for the intermediation

or interpretations of meaning/reality

• Books; TV programs; lectures; seminars; online 

courses; MOOCs

• 4 core components: creator – message –

technology – interpreter
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Dimensions of technologies
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Types of educational media
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• Text: books, newspapers, journals;

• Graphics: tables, pictures, cartoons

• Audio: radio programs; music cassettes

• Video: TV; film; YouTube; recorded lectures; 

documentaries; talking heads; demonstrations

• Computing: adaptive learning; AI; animation; 

simulation; virtual reality

• Social media: Twitter; Facebook; Instagram

• Internet: encompasses all media



Pedagogical differences

• No significant differences 

between media?

• Depends very much on design

• Potential or uniqueness

• Concrete 

• Learners can now create rich 

media easily: to demonstrate 

learning (assessment?)
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abstract



A framework for analysing pedagogical 
characteristics of educational media
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Questions on technology and media 
classification

Why is it important to distinguish between technology and 

media in education? 

Do you understand the difference and relationship between 

technology, media and teaching methods?

In what ways might this affect your design of teaching?
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Choosing media: the SECTIONS model
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SECTIONS model

• Intuitive, based on thinking about 

all these factors: art more than 

science

• Start with ‘gut’ feeling then check 

against the SECTIONS criteria

• Embed SECTIONS model within 

an overall design approach (e.g. 

ADDIE or agile).
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General discussion about media selection 
and use in education
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Your 

questions and 

comments


